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Abstract. 3D modeling applications are widely used in many application
domains ranging from CAD to industrial or graphics design. Desktop
environments have proven to be a powerful user interface for such tasks.
However, the raising complexity of 3D dataset exceeds the possibilities
provided by traditional devices or two-dimensional display. Thus, more natural
and intuitive interfaces are required. But in order to get the users' acceptance
technology-driven solutions that require inconvenient instrumentation, e.g.,
stereo glasses or tracked gloves, should be avoided. Autostereoscopic display
environments in combination with 3D desktop devices enable users to
experience virtual environments more immersive without annoying devices. In
this paper we introduce interaction strategies with special consideration of the
requirements of 3D modelers. We propose an interscopic display environment
with implicated user interface strategies that allow displaying and interacting
with both mono-, e.g., 2D elements, and stereoscopic content, which is
beneficial for the 3D environment, which has to be manipulated. These
concepts are discussed with special consideration of the requirements of 3D
modeler and designers.
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Introduction

3D modeling applications are widely used in many application domains ranging from
CAD to industrial or graphics design. Desktop systems are used as de facto standard
user interface (UI) for such 3D design environments. Since in these domains most
data is three-dimensional, many concepts have been proposed in order to improve 3D
manipulation when just using ordinary two-dimensional desktop devices [8].
Current 3D user interfaces are technology-driven solutions providing more immersive
exploration of and interaction with complex datasets, in particular by using
stereoscopic projection and tracked six degrees of freedom (DoFs) input devices.
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Although, such virtual reality (VR) systems have great potential to open up new vistas
for 3D modeling, these concepts are often not applied in current working
environments. The main reason for this fact is that the user usually has to be
equipped with inconvenient glasses in order to perceive content stereoscopically [8].
Furthermore, devices that enable control over multiple DoFs simultaneously still
involve problems, which are often avoided by the usage of their 2D counterparts; as a
matter of fact 2D interactions are performed best with 2D devices [3, 6, 9, 16].
However, while in real life humans are able to move and turn objects in a single
motion, this natural interaction is absent in two-dimensional interfaces, where the user
is forced to decompose 3D tasks into several 2D tasks. In addition, shortage of spatial
input in typical 3D applications leads to the constant need to switch modes. This
procedure results in ineffectiveness, in particular when switching between
manipulation and exploration techniques is required again and again.
Autostereoscopic (AS) displays can be used to view 3D data stereoscopically without
wearing any devices [8]. When using such a setup the user is able to perceive a
stereoscopic image in a fixed area called sweet spot. When the AS display features a
head tracker or when multiple sweet spots are supported, the user can even move in
front of the display. Most 3D modeling applications combine 2D UI items, such as
menus, texts and images, with 3D content, i.e., 3D virtual environments or objects
which have to manipulated. While 3D content usually benefits from stereoscopic
display, 2D GUI items often do not require immersive visualization. However, the
required separation of stereo half images introduced by AS displays influences
viewing of monoscopic content in such a way that the most essential elements of the
GUI are distorted. Although some displays to switch of stereoscopic mode,
simultaneously display of mono- as well as stereoscopic is not possible. Therefore, an
additional regular display was required until now; alternatively expensive hardware
technologies can be used [17]. However, only few applications support rendering of a
stereoscopic window on a different display. Nevertheless, problems arise from
decoupling interaction and visualization. Hence interactions between mono- and
stereoscopic elements, which we refer to as interscopic interactions, have not been
investigated with special consideration of the interrelations between both worlds as
they occur in 3D modeling and design.
In this paper we present interscopic interaction strategies with special consideration of
the requirements of 3D modelers. Appliance of the proposed interscopic UI
environment enables users to perceive and interact with arbitrary regions either monoor stereoscopically. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
resumes related work. In Section 3 we present the interscopic display environment,
implicated interaction strategies are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we present
the results of a user study with respect to 3D modeling. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Previous Work

In 2000, the Heinrich-Hertz-Institute built an AS display system consisting of a gaze
tracker, a head tracker and a hand tracker [11]. The head tracker gives the user a lookaround capability, while the gaze tracking activates different applications on the
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desktop. Hand tracking systems enable users to navigate and manipulate objects in 3D
space via simple gestures [11, 21]. However, these approaches rather address tracking
technologies than advanced 3D user interfaces. Although, current stereo-in-a-window
[11, 23] systems show stereoscopic content either in one window time-sequentially or
using filtering techniques, these technologies are restricted to only one rectangular
window and glasses are still required. Hardware-based approaches have been
proposed to display mono- and stereoscopic content simultaneously on one AS
display [17]. However, interaction concepts have not yet been developed for these
displays and these systems only exist as prototype solution.
In recent years, many frameworks have been proposed which extend 2D GUIs for
operating systems (OSs) to so called 3D desktops [13, 14, 20]. These approaches
provide a virtual 3D space in which 2D GUI elements are replaced by threedimensional representations in order to provide more space. Although these
environments provide a fancy visualization, it has not been investigated in how far
they improve the interaction process, since they force the user to perform 3D
interactions where 2D interactions are intended. Due to the shortcomings of VR
interfaces, hybrid approaches have been proposed which combine 2D and 3D
interaction using different display or interaction technologies [4]. However, an
instrumentation of the user is still required. Desktop-based VR devices, such as 3D
trackball or space mouse allow to prompt also 3D input, while requiring an
appropriate level of instrumentation increasing the user’s acceptance – if not needed
these devices can be laid down and they can be combined with traditional desktop
devices, i.e., mouse and keyboard. Indeed, when interacting bi-manually several
factors have to be considered. With respect to the tasks, the hands may be moved
symmetrically or asymmetrically, some tasks can be performed better with the
dominant, others with the non-dominant hand. Also the used input devices have a
major impact on how bi-manual interactions are performed. These approaches are
applied in everyday tasks and their corresponding concepts are used in most UIs.
However, the combination of traditional devices and 3D user interfaces in AS display
environments that run ordinary 3D applications has not been considered until now.
The aim of this paper is not to debate the validity of desktop-based interaction
concepts – there is no need to through away 40 years of 2D UI research – neither the
benefits of technology-driven UI approaches. The objective is to explore in how far
these concepts can mutually adapt to each other in order to provide efficient interfaces
that will be accepted by users as setups for their typical modeling tasks.

3

Interscopic User Interface for AS Display Environments

In this section we propose the UI, which we believe, has the potential to be accepted
for 3D modeling and design since although natural and immersive interactions are
supported, instrumentation of the user is avoided.
On current AS displays users can see 3D data without wearing any instruments, for
example by using lenticular rasters [8]. The raster operates as a beam splitter and
ensures that the pixels displayed in each odd column are seen by the user's left eye,
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Fig. 1: Interscopic user interface showing a Maya scene with mono- as well as stereoscopic
content for the (left) left and (right) right eye.

while the pixels displayed in each even column are perceived with the right eye. The
separation of the stereo half images influences viewing of monoscopic content in such
a way that the most essential elements of the GUI are distorted. To dissolve this effect
we have implemented an interscopic software framework, which provides full control
about the graphical user interface (GUI) of the operating system (OS). Thus, any
region or object can be displayed either mono- or stereoscopically. Furthermore, we
are able to catch the entire content of any 3D graphics application based on OpenGL.
Our framework allows modifying the corresponding function calls such that
visualization can be changed arbitrarily, e.g., stereoscopic views can be generated for
scenes specified in applications that in fact do not support stereoscopic display.
To allow simultaneous viewing of mono- as well as stereoscopic content we need to
modify the monoscopic data in order to make it perceivable on AS displays and we
need to generate a stereo pair out of the 3D content. When viewing unadapted 2D
content on vertical-interlaced AS displays viewing two separated images leads to an
awkward viewing experience. To make this content perceivable we have to ensure
that the left and the right eye perceive almost the same information, resulting in a flat
two-dimensional image embedded in the image plane. To achieve this effect with
vertical-interlaced AS displays an image of the 2D content rendered into a virtual
display has to be scaled in order to ensure that on both the odd and the even columns
almost the same information is displayed. In order to have a virtual desktop at our
disposal we had to develop an appropriate display driver. Since only a few 3D
applications natively support stereoscopic viewing on certain AS displays, in most
cases we have to adapt also the 3D content in order to generate stereocopic images.
Therefore, we trace and cache all 3D function calls of an OpenGL-based 3D
application and execute them twice, once for each eye as described above.
To separate the 2D and the 3D content, we have to know which window areas are
used for stereoscopic display. This can be either determined manually or
automatically. Manual selection is beneficial, for example, when having a 3D design
application providing multiple 3D views showing an object from different views. In
this case one may only want to have the perspective 3D preview stereoscopic but not
the orthographic side views. When merging 2D and 3D content an obvious problem
may arise, when 2D and 3D content areas overlap each other. In this case the
separation cannot be performed on the previous 3D window selection process only.
To properly render the mouse cursor, context menus and pop-up windows, which may
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appear on top of the 3D canvas we apply a masking technique. This is for example
important, when dealing with 3D modeling applications, whereas context menus
provide convenient access to important features. When merging 2D and 3D content
the mask ensures that only those areas of the 3D window are written to the display,
which are not occluded by 2D objects. Figure 1 shows a resulting screenshot of the
interscopic user interface with mono- as well as stereoscopic content for the left and
for the right eye.
The interaction performed in our setup is primarily based on mouse and keyboard (see
Figure 2). However, we extend these devices with 3D user interfaces, e.g., 3D
trackball or space mouse. Such 3D input devices provide intuitive concepts to input
3D information. However, these devices often lack 2D control, whereas their 2D
counterparts are beneficial. Hence, we support also ordinary desktop devices that can
be used in conjunction with 3D interaction with 3D devices.

Fig 2. The interscopic display environment includes an AS display, traditional mouse and
keyboard. Moreover, the modeler can use 3D devices in order to modify three-dimensional
content of a 3D scene. Due to the lenticular raster the user perceives a stereoscopic image.

4.

Interscopic Interaction Strategies

When modeling a 3D scene, designers are provided with several tools that enable
comfortable and rapid interactions. Since UIs for 3D modeling applications are
adapted to the needs of designers, we maintain these concepts and focus on improving
the interaction with respect to the opportunities provided by the described interscopic
UI for AS display environments.
4.1

3D Surface Cursor

Using well-established 2D input paradigms for interacting with 3D stereoscopic
content involves problems in terms of inconsistent depth perception. For example,
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when using stereoscopic display in ordinary desktop systems, the mouse cursor
appears as two-dimensional object over the 3D objects, which disturbs the
stereoscopic impression. Hence, we provide a 3D surface cursor that remains aligned
on the surface of the 3D objects when the user moves the mouse cursor. Thus, the
position of the mouse cursor gives an additional cue about the depth of 3D objects.
An alternative is to display the cursor always at the image plane. In contrast to
ordinary desktop environments the mouse cursor gets invisible when it is obscured by
another object extending out of the screen. Thus the stereoscopic impression is not
disturbed by the mouse cursor, indeed the cursor is hidden during that time.
4.2

Monoscopic Lens

Many 2D as well as 3D applications provide interaction concepts which are best
applicable in two dimensions using 2D interaction paradigms. One example, are 3D
widgets [] that reduce the degrees of freedom manipulated simultaneously. These
concepts are frequently used in 3D modeling applications. We propose a monoscopic
lens, through which 2D interactions can be performed without loosing the entire
stereoscopic effect. Within an arbitrary lens shape surrounding the mouse cursor the
content appears monoscopically. Thus the user can use familiar tools to perform 2D
as well as 3D interactions. Figure 3 shows a monoscopic lens used to control a 3D
translation widget. The content within the spherically shaped lens centered around the
mouse cursor is rendered monoscopically, whereas the residual part of the 3D model
is rendered stereoscopically.

Fig 3: Monoscopic lens applied to a 3D translation widget used in 3D Studio Max modeling
application. Content within the lens is rendered monosopically, whereas the rest is displayed
using stereoscopic display.
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Fig. 4: 3D Maya scene with (a) four objects rendered monosopically and (b) after selecting
one object this object is rendered stereoscopically.

4.3

Virtual Stereo Showcase

Our framework enables us to hijack display lists, e.g., used in 3D modeling
applications based on OpenGL. This opportunity can be exploited to extract 3D
objects out of arbitrary OpenGL applications and to paste them into a 3D modeler in
order to manipulated them. Moreover, the user can select individual objects within a
3D modeling scene to display them stereoscopically as illustrated in Figure 4.
Furthermore, we provide the concepts of a stereo showcase in which 3D content
based on display lists can be imported by using the drag-and-drop metaphor. Hence
the user can pick a 3D object from an arbitrary application and drag it into a showcase
that is represented as a bounding box. Within this showcase the user can apply wellknown interaction techniques to explore the 3D objects. These techniques are the
same no matter from where the 3D objects have been imported.

5

Evaluation

In informal tests, most users have evaluated the usage of stereoscopic display for 3D
modeling applications as very beneficial. In particular, two modeling professionals
revealed stereoscopic visualization for 3D content in their 3D modeling environments,
i.e., Maya and Cinema4D, as very helpful. However, in order to evaluate the
described interscopic user interface we have performed a preliminary usability study.
We have used the experimental environment described in Section 3.
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Experimental Task

We restricted the evaluation tasks to simple interactions in which four users had to
delete several doors and windows from a virtual building using Maya (see Figure 2).
The building consisted of 290 triangles, where windows and doors included 20
triangles uniformly separated. We have performed three series. In the first series the
user could use all provided input paradigms, i.e., mouse, keyboard, and space mouse,
in combination with stereoscopic display. In this series we have also performed
subseries, where the space mouse has been constrained to 3, 2 and 1 supported DoF.
In the second series, only the mouse and keyboard could be used. In the last series,
only monoscopic visualization in combination with the traditional devices was
supported. We have measured the required time for the entire task and we have
measured how long each device has been used.

5.2

Results

Table 1 shows the average portion of the usage of 3D and traditional devices during
the task. The results indicate that the less DoF are available the less the 3D input is
used. This is due to the fact constraint-based interaction supports the user when
arranging virtual objects for what 3D input has been mainly used. When using
constrained rotation, for example, the objects could only be rotated along one axis or
two axes in space. Thus simpler and therefore fewer manipulations of virtual objects
are required in order to define their orientations.

Table 1. Usage of 3D input device in comparison to traditional input devices using (left) 3
DoF, (middle) 2 DoF and (right) 1 DoF during the entire interaction process.
DoF
3
2
1

3D devices Traditional devices
28%
72%
17%
83%
16%
84%
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As pointed out in Table 2 using 3D input in modeling applications based on our
interscopic user interface enhances the performance, in particular when the 3D
manipulation is constrained appropriately. However, the usage of monoscopic display
strikes over the usage of stereoscopic display if the same devices are supported. This
is not unexpected since the tasks have not involved any advanced design or
exploration requirements; they were restricted to simple manipulations where
stereoscopic display was not really essential.

Table 2. Required time for a simple interaction task with stereoscopic display and 3D user
interface supporting 3, 2 and 1 DoF, as well as stereoscopic resp. monoscopic display using
only mouse and keyboard.
Input paradigms
Stereoscopic display, 3 DoF space mouse
Stereoscopic display, 2 DoF space mouse
Stereoscopic display, 1 DoF space mouse
Stereoscopic display, mouse, keyboard
Monoscopic display, mouse, keybpoard

6

Required time
58,2 sec
57,6 sec
45,2 sec
72,0 sec
57,8 sec

Conclusion

In this paper we have addressed an interscopic user interface for autostereoscopic
display environments and we have presented implicated interaction concepts. We
have demonstrated the benefits with respect to 3D modeling and design applications.
The proposed techniques have proven the capability to increase the interaction
performance in such setups. Moreover, these strategies have the potential to be
accepted by users as new user interface paradigm for specific modeling tasks as well
as for standard desktop-based, in particular, when simultaneous interaction with
monoscopic and stereoscopic content is intended.
A preliminary evaluation of these concepts has proven the advantages of the
described approaches. Users and participants have remarked that working in such an
environment open up new vistas and has the potential to enhance the quality and
efficiency of 3D modeling tasks.
In the future we will integrate further functionality and visual enhancements using
more stereoscopic and optionally physics-based motion effects. Moreover, we plan to
examine further interaction techniques, in particular, for domain-specific interaction
tasks.
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